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The Science Teachers Association of New York State
Eastern Section Board of Directors would like to wish everyone a
Happy and Healthy New Year! To this end, we would like you to
consider becoming more actively involved in Science
Professional Development opportunities that are offered during
the course of the calendar year!
In the Eastern Section we are offering our Annual Spring
Lab Day at The College of St. Rose on March 6, 2010 for all K12 teachers of Science to experience hands-on workshops, hear a
great keynote speaker in Dr. Heidi Newburg and network with
colleagues. Bring a friend and make enjoy making new ones!
Materials can be downloaded for Lab Day from the Eastern
Section website at www.easternstanys.org
If you are so inclined, please consider presenting at the
Annual STANYS Conference in Rochester in November with the
upcoming theme will be: STEM- It all starts with Science! The
on-line proposal forms will be available at www.stanys.org in
early February for teachers to submit their proposals. What a
great opportunity for you to give back to the teaching profession
by modeling your best ideas/activities that you do in your
classroom with pre-service as well as teachers of ALL experience
levels!
Another great opportunity is the 1st Annual STEM
Education Institute being held this August 8-11, 2010 at
SUNY@ Oswego. The New York State STEM Education
Collaborative of which STANYS is a member has put out a Call
for presenters with a submission deadline of February 27, 2010.
The proposals must contain 2 or more elements of STEM and the
on-line proposal form is available at
www.nysstemeducation.org/2010Institute.html .
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A Message from Fred Pidgeon:
Your STANYS Vice President and Eastern
Section Vice Chair
By Fred Pidgeon
Email: Caste5@aol.com
I hope everyone had a wonderful holiday
season. I spent an enjoyable time with my three
adult children who were more than ready to
explain how to play all the new Wii games they
brought over. I would like to meet the science
teachers that taught the Wii game programmers
and first congratulate them on a fine job done
and then ask them to teach me the nuances of
playing video games. I am still stuck on pong and
Pac-man. I am still on break since the college
second semester does not start until the end of
January but I am moving at full steam preparing
my presentation for lab day. I hope to see many
old and some new faces at our March Lab Day.
The presenters will have many interesting hands-on
activities that will enhance your classroom
teaching experience.
I have also begun the second half of my
vice president term for the state. We are working
on a new membership form and incentives to
entice new members to join STANYS. I also want
everyone to start to think about putting in a
proposal for the State Conference to be held
November 6th through the 9th 2010. The
conference will continually grow and offer many
new and exciting ideas for our state science
teachers. I hope that STANYS will become more
to our fellow teachers than just the state
conference, and we are working to make it a
viable tool for all state science teachers. If you
have not been to the state web page I suggest
you click on and discover the new interactive
cover page. The revolving picture area has many
photos of our own Eastern Section teachers.
Steve Fielman, Joan Wagner, and Bob
Neudel of our Eastern Section will be presenting
at the NSTA National Conference in Philadelphia
the end of March. I will be there in support of our
members and I will also help to preside for both
Steve and Bob. I hope your new year begins with
renewed excitement and a pledge to help make
STANYS a strong force in New York State.

Elementary
By Debbie Valerio, SAR Elementary
Email: mom4agrev@gmail.com

We certainly have had a lot of cold
weather lately and some snow. Why not take
advantage of a teachable moment and talk
about snow, ice and cold temperatures in your
classroom. There are some great web sites out
there that can help you.
Try clicking on
http://nsidc.org/snow/index.html This is the site
of The National Snow and Ice Data Center.
There are some great articles about winter
weather and links that may be useful.
Have you read the book Once Upon Ice and
Other Frozen Poems selected by Jane Yolen?
It is a collection of winter poems that could be
used for both Language Arts and a take off
point in Science.
Try this link:
http://www.units.muohio.edu/dragonfly/snow/
where you will find lots of great reading and
activities like: why ice floats and why it is
slippery, find out the truth about identical
snowflakes and make one of your own, or
travel with a researcher in Antarctica.
And finally try this site for some awesome
snow activities:
http://web.archive.org/web/20010124041800/h
ttp://teelfamily.com/activities/snow/ like snow
science, snow literature, snow food, and snow
art.
We can take advantage of our current
environment and really create fun, knowledge
building memories for our students. Most of all,
we can encourage them to have fun while
learning! Why not?...
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Greater Capital Region
Science and Engineering Fair
& Science Congress
http://www.science.rpi.edu/Science_Fair/

By Joan Wagner, Fair Director
Email: jsw2012@aol.com

Great Site for New
Science Info
By Arden R. Rauch
Email: raucha@union.edu
www.sciencedaily.com if
you haven't tried it, DO! This
website offers daily
summaries of “hot off the
press” articles that contain
attributions, which are
frequently available for
perusal from the original
source. Note that previous
articles are categorized by
subtopics and searchable.
This truly is a superb site for
teachers and students to
turn into a home page.

The Greater Capital Region Science and Engineering
Fair & Science Congress (GCRSEF) will take place on March
27, 2010 at the RPI Walker Labs. The Awards ceremony will
take place in the Sage Auditorium located in the Sage
Labs, adjacent to the Walker Labs. Student exhibits will be
open to the public from 3:00-4:30 PM. If you do not have
students participating this year, here is an opportunity to
learn more about this science fair.
GCRSEF is a regional fair for both the Intel
International Science and Engineering Fair and the STANYS
State Science Congress. The International finals will take
place in San Jose, CA from May 9-14, 2010. Over 1500
students from 51 countries participate in this prestigious fair.
Four million dollars in prize money and scholarships will be
given out to students. Participants in the finals must be high
school students. Participants in the senior division will be
invited to either the Intl finals or the STANYS State Science
Congress.
GCRSEF also has a junior division for students in
grades 6-8. Winners are invited to compete in the STANYS
State Science Congress to be held at the College of St.
Rose June 11-13th.
Science Research is the purist form of inquiry science.
Students who do original science research experience
firsthand the working environment of a scientist. It is very
exciting to listen to students talk about their research.
Attracting students to the STEM fields is important in today’s
hi tech world.
This Fair gives them an opportunity to see the
excitement of doing science and an opportunity to
showcase what they have learned and to be rewarded for
their efforts.
If you would like to begin a science research
program at your school, please feel free to contact me for
Intermediate Level research information at jsw2012@aol.
Contact Len Behr: lenbehr@verizon.net for high school
research.
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Reminder
by Arden R. Rauch
Email: raucha@union.edu
Since I frequently receive
information from a variety of
sources, some of which are too
specific for the BaP to pass on to
Earth and Environmental Science
teachers; I encourage you to either
sign up for EnvNet or EsNet. You
might also consider checking to see
if the appropriate person in your
building is a member of the BaP and
is receiving information from this
network. For example, I received a
message for physics teachers and
asked that it be flipped to him/her
(BaP representative in the building).
These sites are Free, Succinct and
Informative. Join, and find out what
you might be missing, simply by
sending me your name and email
address.
Feel free to contact Arden R.
Rauch, raucha@union.edu, for more
information.

Physics
By Paul Fedoroff SAR Physics
Email: pafedoroff@bhbl.org
By the time you are reading this, you should have
given the January exam, only if you had any students taking
it. How did it go? What are some of the problems or
benefits of a restricted exam? If you did not have any
students taking it, then you should not have gotten a copy.
There should not be one available online for anyone either.
Is this a problem? No word yet as to whether this is going to
continue for every January exam or not. The speculation
out there is that the administration of the June exam should
be the same as usual.
AP teachers, the 2009 complete exam should be out,
or at least out soon. So there is a very recent batch of Part I
questions out there for you to get your hands on. No news
about the APB reworking. There was supposed to be an
update in the fall of 2009 but nothing has been posted.
Remember, no new APB curriculum would take effect
before 2012-2013 at the earliest. That does seem a lot closer
now that we are in the new decade. As far as revising the
Regents Core Curriculum, it never hurts to have some idea
of what we would want to add, keep, or change even if
nothing is being reworked at this moment. Send in your
thoughts on the matter.
Locally, The Greater Capital Region Teacher Center
invites all physics teachers throughout our region to meet
and study issues of common interests, share resources, form
networks, and receive feedback on classroom lesson
content and implementation. To sign up, if you haven’t yet,
go to www.teachercenter.org, then in the bottom left click
on “Professional Development Planning (MLP)”, and then
just put physics into the “Search Term” field. By the time you
are reading this, we would have met once but that doesn’t
stop you from coming to the March 4th meeting.
Speaking of March, Lab Day at St. Rose is Saturday
March 6th. We have a few interesting physics sessions
offered as usual. Take a look at the brochure. Whatever
level of physics you are teaching, there is always something
offered that you should find valuable and useful.
I know it’s a little far off, but what do you want to see
at the State Conference in Rochester this fall? The SARs and
DALs all meet in March to start planning things out. We
would prefer to present what you want to see, not just what
we would necessarily like to present. Send in your thoughts
and ideas. The same goes for our Eastern Section Siena
Conference. If you plan to only stay local in the fall, then
what sort of sessions would you like to see there?

EASTERN STANYS
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Earth Science - Test’s They Are A-Changin’
By Paul Nooney, Eastern Section Earth Science SAR
Email: nooneypa@gmail.com
Happy 2010 fellow Earthies! And with a new year, comes yet another change for the
Earth Science Lab Practical. After a complete overhaul in 2008, the Part D has been revised to
reflect new 2010 Reference Tables. By the time most of you read this, the January
administration of the 2008 Edition (2010 Revision) Performance Test will be complete. But for
those of you not administering the test until June, you must discard (recycle) all of the original
2008 versions and use whatever is sent to you prior to the June exam. There are no changes to
the test itself, just the reference table charts used in the station directions. I also want to remind
everyone that as of 2008, students must re-take the Performance test every time they are taking
the written exam. You may no longer use the score from a previous administration of the lab
test.
Speaking of labs, Lab Day 2010 is coming up on Saturday March 6 th at the College of
Saint Rose in Albany. Come learn great new techniques and activities, from many talented
local science teachers, that you can put to use in your classroom.
Finally, I’d like to share with you a wonderful field trip that I brought my students on last
year. Now I know what many of you are thinking: how do you have time to go on a field trip?
All I can say, if you plan ahead of time for it, you can do it! In April of 2008, we took our
students on a two-part field trip to Central New York. The first leg of our journey brought us to
the Herkimer Diamond Mines in Herkimer, NY. While the thought of giving my students hammers
and setting them lose in a quarry scared me at first, it was perfect and the kids had a lot of fun!
The staff and management of the diamond mine were extremely helpful and knowledgeable,
and did a great job explaining to the students exactly what was so special about a Herkimer
Diamond, prior to the kids going into the mine. From there, our trip continued west to the
Museum of Science and Technology in Syracuse. This was also a great experience for the
students. After seeing an IMAX movie, they enjoyed spending time in the science playhouse, in
the Earth Science Discovery Cave, and at the planetarium. The staff at the M.O.S.T. was great
as well, even taking the time to make a scavenger hunt the kids could use while exploring the
museum.
These are just two examples of many field trip opportunities in and around Upstate New
York. We are always looking for ways to motivate our students. Taking them out of the
classroom and giving them hands-on experiences like the ones above are great ways to spark
their interest in many of the topics we cover in our curriculum.
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The Living Environment
By Joyce Valenti Living Environment SAR
Email: joyceevtoy@aol.com

The Biology Chemistry Professional Development Network
has just been awarded funding from the Center for Science and
Mathematics Education at Stony Brook University. Members of this
network are very appreciative that through the efforts of Dr. David
Bynum and Dr. Keith Sheppard, the Network will continue in a form
that will preserve the goals and objectives that have become so
important to all of us in recent years.
The Biology Chemistry Professional Development Network
(BCPDN), formerly known as the Biology Chemistry Mentor Network
has been with us for many years. This network actually started in the
late 1980’s into the early 1990’s with the Chemistry Mentor Network
origins beginning at SUNY Cortland under the direction of Dr.Zipp.
The Biology Mentor Network began in 1992 under the direction of Lee
Drake and Linda Hobart from the Fingers Lake Community College.
In the mid-1990’s, both networks merged to form the Biology
Chemistry Mentor Network.
During all these years of operation, the network has developed,
trained, and funded many regional and state biology and chemistry
mentors. This has enabled mentors to deliver professional
development in the following areas: curriculum, instruction,
assessment initiatives and reforms in biology and chemistry of New
York State. Many local, regional, state, and national workshops on
the materials created and piloted by these mentors have been
presented at these conferences (STANYS, NABT, Eastern Section
STANYS, LAB DAY, NYSEOA, etc.) I have personally given over 100
workshops at the various levels based on these comprehensive
materials produced through the network. Many of you have been the
workshop participants at Oneonta State, ONC BOCES, Siena College,
Union College, Ellenville, and Rochester conferences. Many of your
students have learned the content/concepts of your course using the
materials produced and disseminated, and have implemented the new
standards through the implementation of these materials.
We, the mentors, are so very excited to hear about the
funding with the BCPDN to continue in 2010. Ideas are being
explored right now, and it is these ideas that will continue to have a
large impact on science education in New York State. Members of the
current Network will play pivotal roles in the successful implementation
and dissemination of these ideas. Details of the summer plans are still
being worked out. There will be a reduction in the number of Network
members, and this is still being worked out, too. Even though we
would like to see the same number of mentors as in the past, the
small reduction in personnel is a necessary requirement for the
dispensing of the funds from the Center for Science and Mathematics
Education. We are readily accepting this, and know that this will be a
way to preserve the Network in a recognizable form, giving the
Network a platform upon which to build in the future when additional
funding becomes available. As the plan develops, I will share the
updates through this newsletter.

Joseph Henry Science Fair
and
Science Congress

SAVE THE DATES!
Friday, April 16th, 2010 –
Joseph Henry Science Fair

By Amanda Parker
Email: parkera@strose.edu
Albany students in grades 4-8
present their science projects in this fun
science competition, held at The
College of Saint Rose. All students are
winners and will receive prizes at the
Awards Ceremony. Channel 13
meteorologist Jason Gough will speak at
the Awards Ceremony. Judges and
volunteers are needed all day – contact
Amanda Parker at parkera@strose.edu
to help out!

Saturday, June 12, 2010 –
STANYS State Science Congress
Finalists in grades 7 through 12
from science congresses across New
York State will present their research to
judges in hopes of winning a gold medal
in the STANYS State Science Congress.
Eastern Section finalists will be chosen
from the Greater Capital Region Science
and Engineering Fair. Judges and
volunteers are needed – contact
Amanda Parker at parkera@strose.edu
to help out!
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STEM- It All Starts With Science!
Elisabeth Milot, Intermediate SAR
Email: emilot@ichabodcrane.org

This year’s theme for the November 2010 conference of
STANYS in Rochester is all about providing lessons, labs and
activities that give our students a solid foundation in science,
technology, engineering and mathematics, (STEM) in order to
prepare our students to participate in the global marketplace
equipped with 21st Century skills.
In an ideal school setting students should be exposed
to an education that recognizes the STEM initiative of this
country and integrate science, technology, engineering and
mathematics into every component of the curriculum.
Activities should be developed where teachers of all content
areas communicate and collaborate, to allow students to see
the connection between the different subject areas. Students
should become familiar with virtual simulations, use
computers for collecting data, solve real-world problems,
communicate with students across the country, manipulate
models, and share their solutions.
Whether we have the opportunity to work in an ideal
school setting, or are working with less than ideal conditions,
all of us are asked to create a learning environment that allows
our students to meet standards and prepare them for the
future. STANYS supports the STEM initiative and believes
that it all starts with Science (and not just because it is the
first letter of the STEM acronym). My instruction incorporates
an inquiry-based approach to teaching, which includes
problem-solving activities that incorporate critical thinking,
research, data collection and collaboration with peers, adults
and other professionals. I include lesson components where
students have to work with available technology and report
their results.
Even though I feel comfortable teaching science,
integrating technology, engineering and mathematics into my
program I am always looking for new innovative ways to keep
my students excited and motivated in my science class. In
addition to looking for workshops being offered in our area,
such as the Lab Day in March, I would love to hear from other
intermediate teachers. What do you do to keep students
moving toward 21st Century skills and integrate STEM
activities? What technology do you have available and how
do you incorporate it in the classroom? What projects do you
have that bring these components together?
In March I am co-presenting a workshop at Lab Day
that focuses on lab activities that connects student learning to
technology, food and mental models. I would love to make
some of your ideas available to other educators in the area and
share them at Lab Day. If you have activities you would like
to share contact me at emilot@ichabodcrane.org.
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Chemistry
By Maria Russo, SAR Chemistry
Email: chemlady302@yahoo.com
Hello chem teachers and Happy New
Year to all! January is here and with that
another regent’s week comes our way. I
have always enjoyed this week as it gives me
time to clean up the lab, clean off my desk,
and get caught up on lab reports and
lessons.
On March 6, The College of Saint Rose
will be hosting our section’s annual Lab Day
event. This year I am going to do two sessions
on POGIL. For those of you new to this
acronym, POGIL stands for Process Oriented
Guided Inquiry Learning. POGIL is a
pedagogic strategy in which students work in
self managed teams on guided inquiry
activities. The POGIL project/foundation
began in the late 1990’s when three
professors, Rick Moog, John Farrell, and Jim
Spencer, at Franklin & Marshall College in
Lancaster, Pa. wrote guided inquiry activities
for their chemistry classes. In 2003, Moog and
Spencer teamed with five other professors
from other institutions to establish The POGIL
Project. Since 2003, the project has spread to
high school classrooms around the country.
The POGIL foundations founders believe that
students learn best when they are given an
opportunity to construct their own
understanding and when learning is a shared
responsibility between teachers and students.
In my workshop, participants will go
through a number of different POGIL activities
and then discuss how each might fit into the
curriculum. In addition, I will share my
experiences with the POGIL activities. I hope
to see many of you there as it will give all of us
time to connect, network, and help each
other grow professionally. If you have any
questions about the workshop please email
me at musso@cohoes.org
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If you have any questions or concerns regarding your particular branch/level of science please
feel free to contact your STANYS Eastern Section Subject Area Representatives:
Chemistry - Maria Russo - chemlady302@yahoo.com
College/Pre-service - Pat Price - pprice2@nycap.rr.com
Earth Science - Paul Nooney - nooneypa@gmail.com
Elementary - Debbie Valerio - mom4agrev@gmail.com
Env. Science/BaP - Arden Rauch - raucha@union.edu
Intermediate - Elisabeth Milot - emilot@ichabodcrane.org
Living Environment - Joyce Valenti - joyceevtoy@aol.com
Physics - Paul Fedoroff - pafedoroff@BHBL.org
Retirees - Larry Smith - lfiziks@aol.com
Lab Day – Christine Stankavich - cegnaczyk@aol.com
Membership - Becky Remis – rremis@aol.com
Newsletter - Nate Covert - NMC1205@yahoo.com
Siena Conference -Theresa Newkirk - T_Newkirk@saratogaschools.org
Science Congress & Joseph Henry Science Fair - Amanda Parker - parkera@strose.edu
Science/Engineering Fair - Joan Wagner - jsw2012@aol.com
Science Olympiad - Scott Holdren - sholdren@rcscsd.org

Chair/DAL for Intermediate - Steve Fielman, - sfielman@verizon.net

Eastern Section-STANYS Lab Day
The College of Saint Rose
Saturday, March 6, 2010
Save the Date!
Keynote speaker Dr. Heidi Newberg, an Astrophysicist from RPI, will be
presenting on the topic of “Starry, Starry Night”

SPRING LAB DAY
Saturday, March 6, 2010
Presented by Eastern STANYS at the College of Saint Rose
Choose two 90 minute hands-on workshops to attend.
Participate in a multi-media keynote address, “How the Universe Came to Be”
Enjoy sharing meals with your colleagues and winning door prizes from publishers.
Receive a professional development certificate from the Greater Capital Region
Teacher Center.
Dr. Heidi Newberg, an astrophysicist from RPI, is the keynote speaker for our
twelfth annual Spring Lab Day. She will describe the formation of stars and
galaxies billions of years ago in the early universe through lecture, film, images, and
a sing-a-long. Get ready to have fun while we think really, really big thoughts.
The College of St. Rose is located at 432 Western Ave. near downtown Albany. Parking is easily
available in Lots P1 and P2. For further information see the website: www.strose.edu/visitors

TIME

SPRING LAB DAY SCHEDULE
EVENT

LOCATION

8:45 - 9:15

Registration & Continental Breakfast

St. Joseph Hall

9:15- 10:45

Session I Workshops

Science Center /
Albertus Hall

10:45-11:00
11:00 - 11:45
11:45 - 12:00

Welcome

Introductions

Keynote Address: Dr. Heidi Newberg
Announcements

Door Prizes

12:00 - 12:45

Hot & Cold Luncheon Buffet

1:00 - 2:30

Session II Workshops

2:30 - 3:00

Lab Day Evaluations

Grand Prize Drawing

St. Joseph Hall
St. Joseph Hall
St. Joseph Hall
Events and
Athletic Center
Science Center /
Albertus Hall
St. Joseph Hall

SESSION I
9:15 – 10:45 AM
March 6, 2010
Session
code

I–A
&
II - A

Workshop
title

Workshop Description

Members of the Dudley Observatory will show
Dr. Heidi
you how to navigate the universe through star
Newberg of RPI
maps and the hands-on use of a telescope. All
participants will be provided with a Planisphere, Vince Amodeo
age appropriate activities for the intermediate
President of Dudley
Observatory
and high school level classroom, and receive
continual astronomy support. Though the
Janie Schwab
Starry, Starry emphasis is on science, the activities support
Executive Director
interdisciplinary connections to math, social
Night
of Dudley
studies, and language arts standards and skills.
Observatory
This 3 hour activity will be done during
Session I and Session II. If you wish to
attend Session II, you should also attend
Session I.

I- B
&
II - B

I-C

I-D

Subject
Presenters area Level

Participate and learn the newest laboratory
lessons from SEPA, Science Education
Partnership Award. The four labs are:
“Diagnosing Diabetes,” “Kidney Problem,”
“Kidney Dialysis,” and “Kidney Donor.”

Kidney Crisis
This 3 hour activity will be done during
Session I and Session II. If you wish to
attend Session II, you should also attend
Session I.

Making Soap

Make soap the way Granny did from lard and
lye. In this workshop, participants will make
soap and analyze it by comparing its
emulsifying power with dish detergent.

Energy, global climate change, energy
efficiency, solar, wind, hydropower are all hot
topics today, but how do you teach them to
Hands-On Energy
elementary school students? Find out at this
Lessons for
exciting, hands-on workshop! Receive free
Elementary
materials and experiment with lessons that are
Students
easy to manage in a K-6 classroom. Join us to
learn more about the free energy education
resources and staff development programs
offered by NYSERDA.

PS – Physical Setting (Earth Science, Chemistry, Physics)
LE – Living Environment (Biology)

PS

M, H

LE

H

PS

M, H

LE, PS

E, M

Joan Wagner
past president of
STANYS

Sara Fisk CMOST

Deborah Beam
Colleen
Hagadorn
South Glen
Falls HS
Dr. Brian
Lovelace
SUNYAlbany
NYS
Energy
Research and
Development
Authority
Energy
Educator

E - Elementary
M – Middle Level
H – High School

SESSION I
9:15 – 10:45 AM
March 6, 2010
Session
code

Workshop
title

I–E
&
II - E

Process Oriented
Guided Inquiry
Learning
(POGIL)
for the Chemistry
Classroom

I-F

I-G

Simulated
Chemistry

Workshop Description

Subject
Presenters area Level

Participants will use POGIL hands-on and
Maria Russo
computer activities, and then discuss their use in
PS
the high school chemistry classroom.
Cohoes HS
chemistry
Activities will be different in sessions I and II.
You may choose either or both sessions.
Chemistry SAR
Each participant will have access to a computer.
Throughout the session, teachers will be led
through a series of laboratory simulations that
can be used in both lab and the regular
classroom.

Participants will see how potential and kinetic
It Takes “Balls” energy are related by building foam roller
to Learn Energy coasters, dropping different sized balls, and
Transformations collecting data.

Theresa
Newkirk
Saratoga
Springs HS

H

PS
M, H
chemistry

Fred Pidgeon
SUNY
Cobleskill

PS
E, M, H
physics

STANYS VP

I-H

Fun With Food: Experiment with a variety of food related
activities pertaining to enzymes, diffusion,
Teaching
DNA, and cells. Learn great activities to do
Biology Through with students.
the Stomach

I-J

In this unique activity, participants will act as
students examine seismic evidence to determine that
the Earth must have a layered internal structure and
cannot be homogeneous. Following this, they
measure the dimensions of the core they have just
detected.
Discover and Using an inquiry approach, students are divided into
Measure Earth’s two teams (theoreticians and seismologists) to test
the simplest hypothesis for Earth's internal structure;
Layered Interior a homogeneous Earth. Theoreticians create a scale
with Seismic model of a homogeneous Earth and use an average
seismic wave velocity to make predictions about
Data
when seismic waves should arrive at various points
around Earth. Seismologists then interpret actual
seismic data from a recent earthquake to determine
seismic arrivals at various points around Earth.
Following this the two groups then compare and
interpret the implications of their data.

PS – Physical Setting (Earth Science, Chemistry, Physics)
LE – Living Environment (Biology)

Wendy Ausfeld
Schenectady
HS

LE

M, H

Michael
Hubenthal
SUNY
Binghampton
PS
NSF sponsored Earth
consortium
science
of IRIS
(Incorporated
Research
Institutions for
Seismology)

E - Elementary
M – Middle Level
H – High School

M, H

SESSION II
1:00 – 2:30 PM
March 6, 2010
Session Workshop title
code

Workshop Description

Presenters Subject Level
area
Dr. Heidi

I–A
&
II - A

Starry, Starry
Night

Members of the Dudley Observatory will show you
Newberg of RPI
how to navigate the universe through star maps and the
hands-on use of a telescope. All participants will be
Vince Amodeo
provided with a Planisphere, age appropriate activities President of Dudley
Observatory
for the intermediate and high school level classroom,
and receive continual astronomy support. Though the
Janie Schwab
emphasis is on science, the activities support
Executive Director
interdisciplinary connections to math, social studies,
of Dudley
and language arts standards and skills.
Observatory
This 3 hour activity will be done during Session I
and Session II. If you wish to attend Session II, you
should also attend Session I.

PS

M, H

LE

H

PS
physics

M, H

LE, PS

M, H

Joan Wagner
past president of
STANYS

Sara Fisk CMOST

I–B
&
II - B

II - C

II - D

Participate and learn the newest laboratory lessons
from SEPA, Science Education Partnership Award.
The four labs are: “Diagnosing Diabetes,” “Kidney
Problem,” “Kidney Dialysis,” and “Kidney Donor.”
Kidney Crisis

This 3 hour activity will be done during Session I
and Session II. If you wish to attend Session II, you
should also attend Session I.

This classic physics laboratory workshop involves
using EXCEL to analyze data from a simple pendulum
activity. The use of computer skills in this setting
Physics Laboratory
demonstrates excellent integration of physics,
Using EXCEL mathematics, and technology in the classroom.

Attention earth science, environmental science,
chemistry, and physics teachers. Are you looking for
new ways to teach energy, global climate change,
energy efficiency, solar, wind, hydropower, and
Hands-on Energy hydrogen in your classroom? Find out in this
Lessons for Middle “energizing,” hands-on workshop! Receive free
and High School materials and learn how to enrich your lessons and labs
with timely energy and environmental content. Join us
Students
to learn more about the free energy education resources
and staff development programs offered by the New
York State Energy Research and Development
Authority.

PS – Physical Setting (Earth Science, Chemistry, Physics)
LE – Living Environment (Biology)

E - Elementary
M – Middle Level
H – High School

Deborah Beam
Colleen
Hagadorn
South Glens
Falls HS

Dr. Brian
Lovelace
SUNY Albany

NYSERDA
Energy
Educator

SESSION II
1:00 – 2:30 PM
March 6, 2010

Session Workshop title
code
I–E
&
II - E

II - F

II - G

II - H

II – J

Process Oriented
Guided Inquiry
Learning (POGIL)
for the Chemistry
Classroom

Workshop Description

Presenters Subject Level
area

Participants will use POGIL hands-on and computer
Maria Russo
activities, and then discuss their use in the high school
PS
chemistry classroom.
Cohoes HS
chemistry
Activities will be different in sessions I and II. You
may choose either or both sessions.
Chemistry SAR

H

What physical science concepts, lab skills, and nature
Becky Remis
Plop, Plop, Fizz, of science ideas can be learned using Alka Seltzer
Schalmont HS
PS
tablets? We provide the materials, you bring the ideas!
Fizz
E, M, H
If you have an activity already, bring copies to share.
Paul Nooney
Tamarack HS
Lynn Nardacci
Connect Four: Help students create mental constructs of abstract
Ichabod Crane
Physical Activities, concepts at the intermediate level through the use of
MS
Food, Technology, physical activities, food, manipulatives, toys, and
LE, PS E, M, H
technology.
and Mental
Elisabeth Milot
constructs
Intermediate
Level SAR
From working with living organisms to observing
nature in the school yard, teachers will be provided
with the tools they need to help students learn science
through asking questions and investigating. This
workshop is ideal for the upper level elementary,
Danielle
middle, or high school teacher teaching a pre Regents’
Woodard
level course.
Schenectady HS
Inquiry Activities We will introduce a range of activities geared toward
building skills such as asking relevant questions,
for Young
Leigh Feguer
LE
E, M, H
making accurate observations, writing clear
Scientists
procedures, and collecting concise data. Inquiry
National Board
activities will boost the students’ observation and
Certified
inference skills necessary for success in high school
Teacher
and beyond. Most activities introduced will be quick,
taking less than 45 minutes of class time, but will
provide students with lifelong memories and lessons to
build on.
Paul Federoff
Teaching middle school or an introductory physics
Burnt Hillssection? Don’t just tweak your current Regents’ labs.
Non-Regents
PS
Ballston Lake
M, H
Come; learn some labs that the students will enjoy and
Physics Lab
physics
HS
could make the Regents’ kids jealous!
Physics SAR

PS – Physical Setting (Earth Science, Chemistry, Physics)
LE – Living Environment (Biology)

E - Elementary
M – Middle Level
H – High School

Greater Capital
Region Teacher Center

Science Teachers
of New York State

Schenectady
Teacher Center

College of
Saint Rose

Join Us for Spring Lab Day, March 6, 2010!
Registration Fee: STANYS members and pre-service teachers $30.00
Non-members: $40.00
Registration Deadline: Postmarked no later than February 24th.
Please make checks payable to STANYS Eastern Section.
Sorry, no purchase orders accepted.
Mail Registration Form to:
Kelly Ryan 9 Heather Lane Rensselaer, NY 12144 (kellyryan@ncolonie.org)
Questions? Contact: Christine Stankavich at 372-2911 or cegnaczyk@aol.com
In the event of inclement weather, or to see an on-line registration form,
check the STANYS Eastern Section website: www.eastern-stanys.org
Look under Eastern Section Activities, Lab Day.
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Name: ____________________________ Home Phone: ___________
Home Address: ____________________________________________
Home e-mail: _______________________ Cell Phone: ____________
School e-mail: ____________________ School Phone: _____________
School Address: ___________________________________________
Session Selection: Please provide a first and second choice. Every effort will be
made to schedule your first choice, but some sessions have limited enrollment.
Placement will be based on date registration is received. Register Early!
Session I ______________

Session II ________________

Session I ______________

Session II ________________

(First Choice)

(Second Choice)

(First Choice)

(Second Choice)

